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Department of Medicine, Robert M. Berne Cardiovascular Research Center, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VirginiaABSTRACT Because fibroblasts deposit the collagen matrix that determines the mechanical integrity of scar tissue, altering
fibroblast invasion could alter wound healing outcomes. Anisotropic mechanical boundary conditions (restraint, stretch, or
tension) could affect the rate of fibroblast invasion, but their importance relative to the prototypical drivers of fibroblast infiltration
during wound healing—cell and chemokine concentration gradients—is unknown. We tested whether anisotropic mechanical
boundary conditions affected the directionality and speed of fibroblasts migrating into a three-dimensional model wound, which
could simultaneously expose fibroblasts to mechanical, structural, steric, and chemical guidance cues. We created fibrin-filled
slits in fibroblast-populated collagen gels and applied uniaxial mechanical restraint along the short or long axis of the fibrin
wounds. Anisotropic mechanical conditions increased the efficiency of fibroblast invasion by guiding fibroblasts without
increasing their migration speed. The migration behavior could be modeled as a biased random walk, where the bias due to
multiple guidance cues was accounted for in the shape of a displacement orientation probability distribution. Taken together,
modeling and experiments suggested an effect of strain anisotropy, rather than strain-induced fiber alignment, on fibroblast
invasion.INTRODUCTIONEffective management of wound healing is an important
clinical problem. In the United States alone, it is estimated
that 37 million people per year suffer wounds from burns
(1 million/year), automobile accidents (2 million/year),
and surgical procedures (34 million/year) (1). Both delayed
wound healing and prolonged wound healing can lead to
adverse outcomes (2), such as disfigurement and impair-
ment of limb or organ function (1). After myocardial infarc-
tion (1 million incidents per year in the United States),
wound healing determines the risk of fatal complications
such as infarct rupture and heart failure (3).
For roughly a century, mechanical boundary conditions
(restraint, stretch, or tension) have been known to regulate
wound healing (4), but mechanical effects are not yet suffi-
ciently understood to inform effective management strate-
gies (5). Release of isometric mechanical restraint applied
to healing skin wounds has been shown to promote wound
shrinkage, apoptosis of granulation tissue cells, and transi-
tion to mature scar (6,7). However, unloading of ruptured
ligaments has been associated with abnormal organization
of fibroblasts and collagen fibers in the scar and poor me-
chanical strength (8). After myocardial infarction, mechan-
ically unloaded hearts had smaller scars with less fibrosis
but prolonged inflammation and a disorganized collagen
fiber structure (9). A moderate level of unloading of intesti-
nal anastomoses was found to promote healing better than
low or high unloading (10). Overall, mechanical tension is
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fibroblasts and through differentiation of fibroblasts into
myofibroblasts (11). Yet, excessive or abnormal scarring
tends to occur in locations subjected to high levels of
stretch, suggesting that mechanical environment can also
promote pathological scar formation (11).
Although the role of mechanical tension in promoting
proliferation, suppressing apoptosis, stimulating differentia-
tion of fibroblasts into myofibroblasts, and upregulating
matrix synthesis has been documented using both in vivo
(6,7,11,12) and in vitro (13–17) wound models, few studies
have focused on the effect of mechanical boundary condi-
tions on fibroblast migration during wound healing. Because
invading fibroblasts play a key role in replacing the provi-
sional fibrin matrix of the wound with a collagen matrix
that determines the mechanical integrity of the scar
(18,19), altering fibroblast migration could alter wound
healing outcomes. For example, a recent computational
model predicted that delayed accumulation of myofibro-
blasts would cause wounds to expand, whereas prolonged
survival of myofibroblasts would cause hypertrophic scar-
ring (20).
Mechanical boundary conditions may regulate fibroblast
migration in twoways. First, the speed of fibroblastmigration
has been shown to depend on substrate stiffness in two-
dimensional (21) and three-dimensional (22) environments,
and mechanical restraint, tension, or stretch can increase
the apparent stiffness of the wound matrix (22). Second,
anisotropicmechanical boundary conditions, such as uniaxial
restraint, tension, or stretch, applied to cell-populated three-
dimensional matrices have been shown to cause fibroblasts
and other cells to preferentially align (23–28) and migratehttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.12.002
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Anisotropic mechanical boundary conditions could therefore
have a twofold effect on the rate of fibroblast invasion 1), by
increasing the apparent stiffness of the wound matrix, which
could enable faster migration, and 2), by establishing an
anisotropic strain or stiffness field sensed locally by fibro-
blasts, which could guide the trajectories of fibroblasts and
consequently increase the efficiency of migration.
The importance of anisotropic mechanical boundary con-
ditions relative to the prototypical drivers of fibroblast in-
filtration during wound healing is unknown. Fibroblast
invasion is thought to be driven primarily by steric and chem-
ical guidance cues. Because fibroblasts exhibit contact inhibi-
tion of locomotion (30), where collision of migrating cells
causes reversal of front-rear polarity (31), the cell concentra-
tion gradient that develops as fibroblasts accumulate at the
wound periphery will promote polarization and directional
migration of fibroblasts away from the region of high cell
concentration and into the wound (32). In addition, gradients
of chemokines such as platelet-derived growth factor
(PDGF), which are secreted by inflammatory cells that popu-
late the wound site before fibroblast invasion, are considered
strong drivers of directional migration of fibroblasts into
wounds (19,33). Taken together, contact inhibition of loco-
motion and chemotaxis constitute an invasion guidance cue
that directs fibroblast migration normal to the wound inter-
face. It is unknown whether a mechanical guidance cue
created by anisotropic mechanical boundary conditions can
perturb the effect of this invasion cue.
We developed a wound healing model using a three-
dimensional collagen-fibrin gel composite that would allow
us to address questions about the interaction of guidance
cues duringwoundhealing in a controlled, readily observable
setting. Our goal was to test the hypothesis that anisotropic
mechanical boundary conditions increase the directionality
and speed of migration of cardiac fibroblasts into a model
fibrin wound. We also tested whether the response of fibro-
blasts to the anisotropic mechanical boundary conditions
could be explained by strain-induced alignment of thewound
matrix. Finally, we developed a computational approach for
predicting the migration behavior of fibroblasts in response
to the combinations of guidance cues encountered in our
experimental wound healing model. We found that aniso-
tropic mechanical boundary conditions can guide fibroblast
migration during wound healing and represent a potential
means not only of patterning the structure of the scar tissue,
but also of accelerating the healing process.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fibroblast-populated collagen gels were cast in square molds. An incision
made in the center of each gel was filled with fibrin to simulate a wound.
Uniaxial mechanical restraint was applied to the gels along the short or
long axis of the fibrin wound. After two days of culture, cell nuclei were
fluorescently imaged. The distribution of cells that migrated into the inci-sion was fit to the diffusion equation to compute the apparent diffusion co-
efficient as a measure of the rate of infiltration of fibroblasts. Wound
remodeling strains were measured from 0 to 2 days after creating the
wounds as an indicator of the mechanical conditions within the wound. Fi-
ber alignment within the fibrin wound matrix was quantified at 0 and 2 days
after wounding to investigate the role fiber alignment may play in mediating
any mechanical effect on fibroblast migration. Migration tracks of individ-
ual cells in the wound region were measured 1 day after wounding, and a
computational model of fibroblast migration was used to infer what combi-
nation of guidance cues could explain the observed migration tracks.Adult cardiac fibroblast isolation and culture
Cardiac fibroblasts were isolated and cultured using previously published
methods (34). Briefly, ventricles were removed from Sprague-Dawley
(CharlesRiver,Wilmington,MA) rats (6weeks old,weighing180 g),minced
into 1–3 mm pieces, and digested with Liberase Blendzyme 3 (Roche, Indi-
anapolis, IN). Cells were recovered by centrifugation for 10 min at 400 g,
resuspended in cell culture medium (CCM) consisting of Dulbecco’s modi-
fied Eagle medium (DMEM, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum (Atlanta Biologicals, Flowery Branch, GA),
100U/mLpenicillin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,MO), 100 g/mL streptomyo-
cin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), and 2 ng/mL amphotericin B (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO)), and transferred to cell culture flasks. After 4 h,
the flasks were rinsed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Sigma-Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO) to remove nonadherent cells. Cardiac fibroblasts were main-
tained in an incubator at 37C and 5%CO2. Cells were passaged 4 days after
isolation, cultured for 2 more days, and harvested for use in experiments.Fabrication of fibroblast-populated collagen-
fibrin hydrogels
Fibroblast-populated collagen gels were created by mixing 0.2 M HEPES
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) (pH 9), 10 MEM (Sigma-Aldrich, St.
Louis, MO), 3 mg/mL type I bovine collagen (PureCol, Advanced
Biomatrix, San Diego, CA), and cells suspended in CCM at a ratio of
1:1:8:2 (34) to achieve final concentrations of 2 mg/mL collagen and
200,000 cells/mL. The collagen mixture was incubated with gentle agita-
tion for 15 min, thoroughly mixed by pipetting, and 2.5 mL aliquots
were distributed in a six-well plate that contained molds cut from porous
polyethylene (Bel-Art, Wayne, NJ). Plastic rings were placed on top of
the molds to prevent them from floating. After a 2 h incubation to poly-
merize the collagen solution, the gels were released from the bottoms of
the wells, rinsed with PBS, and suspended in 2.5 mL CCM/well.
The porous polyethylene molds were discs 3.25 cm in diameter and 3 mm
in thickness with a 1.5 1.5 cm square cut out of the center. The molds were
pretreatedwith concentrated sulfuric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,MO) for
3 days to improve absorption of the collagenmixture, dialyzed for 3 dayswith
deionized water, dried, and then sterilized in an autoclave (35). The six-well
plates were precoated with bovine serum albumin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) to prevent the gels from sticking to the polystyrene surface (34).
After incubation for 24 h, a fibrin wound was created in each collagen gel
(Fig. 1 a). A 5 mm slit was cut in the center of the gel using a razor blade.
The gel was rinsed with PBS and transferred to a new well, and 1 mL of a
fibrinogen mixture was poured under and over the collagen gel to fill in the
slit. The polyethylene mold was again locked in place with a plastic ring
and the gel was incubated for 1 h to polymerize the fibrinogen mixture.
The gel was then rinsed with PBS and suspended in 2.5 mL CCM supple-
mented with 100 ng/mL PDGF-BB, 100 ng/mL insulin-like growth factor-
1, and 50 mg/mL ascorbic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) to promote
fibroblast migration and collagen secretion (36–38). Finally, a uniaxial me-
chanical boundary condition acting along either the short or long axis of the
fibrin wound was imposed by cutting two opposing sides of the gel free
from the polyethylene mold.Biophysical Journal 106(4) 932–943
FIGURE 1 Examples of the three-dimensional collagen-fibrin model
wounds. (A) Fibroblast-populated collagen gels (CG) were cast in square
polyethylene molds (M) and slits cut in the collagen gels were filled with
fibrin gel (FG). Uniaxial mechanical restraint acted either along the short
or long axis of the elliptical fibrin wounds (FE, free edge; RE, restrained
edge). The images shown were taken 1 day after creating the fibrin wounds.
The intensity histograms of these images were adjusted to improve contrast
in grayscale. (B and C) Two days after creating the wounds, cell nuclei were
stained with DAPI, the fibrin wounds were imaged, and cell coordinates
(C, solid circles) and border coordinates were mapped (C, black curve).
We quantified migration of fibroblasts across a gap of length L and width
W (B, white box; C, dark circles). On each side of the wound, a coordinate
system was defined with centroid at the wound edge and þx-direction to-
ward the wound center (B).
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fibrinogen, 0.5 mL of CCM, 1 mL of 1 M CaCl2, 1 mL of 100 mg/mL amino-
caproic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), and 2.5 mL of 100 U/mL
thrombin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) (38). Thrombin was not added
until just before adding the mixture to the collagen gels. Some fibrin gels
were prepared with 5  105 particles/mL of 10 mm latex microspheres to
calculate the migration paths of cells relative to the surrounding matrix.Microscopy and histology
The collagen-fibrin gels were cultured for two days. For the gels with mi-
crospheres embedded in the fibrin gel, after 1 day, the fibrin wounds
were imaged on a light microscope with a 4 objective every hour for a to-
tal of 6 h. After 2 days, gels were fixed for 24 h in 4% paraformaldehyde
(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), cell nuclei were stained with 40,6-dia-
mino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA), and the
fibrin wounds were imaged at 4 on a fluorescence microscope. Some
gels were processed for paraffin embedding, cut into 10 mm sections, and
stained with eosin (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). Then fibrin fiber struc-Biophysical Journal 106(4) 932–943tures were imaged on a confocal microscope using a 60 objective with
excitation at 543 nm and acquisition at 590 nm (Fig. S1 a in the Supporting
Material) (39). We selected fields located along the short axis of the wound
that were devoid of cells to avoid capturing any local, fibroblast-mediated
remodeling of the wound matrix.Quantification of cell migration characteristics
For the analysis of cell distributions after two days of migration, the border
of the wound region was fit to an ellipse and the coordinates of the DAPI-
stained cell nuclei were automatically acquired with a custom image
processing algorithm implemented in Matlab that identified intensity peaks
after background subtraction and noise filtering (Fig. 1, b and c). In a subset
of images, coordinates of cell nuclei were measured manually to verify the
accuracy of the automated approach. We restricted our analysis to cells that
entered from the sides of the wound. The region of interest had length L that
spanned the short axis of the wound and width W that spanned the middle
third of the long axis of the wound. We calculated the cumulative number of
cells (N) as a function of distance (x) from the edge of the wound to the
center of the wound at t ¼ 48 h after wounding. We averaged data from
both sides of the wound into a single plot. Similar to the quantitative anal-
ysis of the linear under-agarose migration assay employed by Lauffenbur-
ger (40), we solved for an apparent diffusion coefficient (D) as a measure of
the rate of fibroblast invasion by fitting each cumulative cell distribution to
the solution of the diffusion equation for one-dimensional unsteady diffu-
sion into a space with symmetric, constant concentration boundary condi-
tions (Co).
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For the analysis of cell migration tracks, coordinates of cells and micro-
spheres were acquired manually from the time lapse images using ImageJ.
Only cells within the center third of the long axis of the wound were
analyzed. For each 1 h time interval and each tracked fibroblast, we
computed the displacement of the fibroblast relative to the centroid of
nearby microspheres (within a 500 mm radius). Migration tracks were
calculated as the cumulative sum of these displacements over time.
Mean-squared displacements (<d2>, <x2>, <y2>, straight-line distance
from start point to end point) and mean-squared path lengths (<dp
2>,
<xp
2>, <yp
2>, cumulative distance from start point to end point through
all intermediate points) were calculated using overlapping time intervals
for the two-dimensional cell motions (d) and for the short (x) and long
(y) axis components of the motions, as in the study by Dickinson et al.
(41). The apparent orientation and apparent speed of each cell displacement
were calculated as the angle of each displacement and as the magnitude of
each displacement divided by the time step (1 h).Quantification of fibrin wound deformation and
matrix structure
To assess how the application of uniaxial mechanical restraint at the edges of
the collagen gel affected the mechanical conditions within the fibrin wound,
the short- and long-axis dimensions of the wound were measured at the
beginning and end of the experiment, and remodeling strainswere computed.
We defined a metric of mechanical (or strain) anisotropy (DE) as the short-
axis remodeling strain (ES) minus the long-axis remodeling strain (EL).
To test for fiber alignment within the wounds, we used Fiber3, an auto-
mated gradient detection algorithm, to measure the fiber orientation within
subregions of each confocal image of the fibrin matrices (42) and then
generated average fiber orientation histograms. We used the mean cosine
of doubled fiber angles (<cos(2q)>) as a metric of structural anisotropy,
which has a range from 1 to 1, where positive values indicated fiber
Mechanics Bias Fibroblast Wound Invasion 935alignment along the short axis and negative values indicated fiber alignment
along the long axis (34,41).Computational model of fibroblast migration
We developed a computational model of fibroblast migration to infer envi-
ronmental guidance cues from measurements of cell migration behavior.
Guidance cues can be unidirectional or bidirectional. Unidirectional guid-
ance cues, such as chemotactic or haptotactic gradients, cause cells to prefer
a single direction of migration, whereas bidirectional guidance cues, such
as uniaxial strain or aligned fibers, cause cells to prefer an axis of migration.
We assumed these migration biases could be described with displacement
orientation probability distributions. We used a single wrapped normal
probability density function for a unidirectional guidance cue. We used
the average of two identical wrapped normal probability density functions
offset by 180 for a bidirectional guidance cue.
The wrapped normal distribution (4wn) is defined by a mean angle (q) and
mean vector length (r), which can vary from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates no
alignment and 1 indicates perfect alignment (43). We used the mean angle
andmeanvector length to definevectors, whichwe called displacement prob-
ability vectors ( d
.
), associated with each wrapped normal distribution.
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FIGURE 2 Computational model of fibroblast migration guided by environme
as weighted sums of displacement probability vectors representing individual cu
ented along the axis of mechanical restraint; and a unidirectional invasion cue
associated resultant displacement orientation distribution (4r) for long-axis restra
by randomly sampling the distribution to determine the orientation of each incre
Sapp) for comparison to our experimental data by saving the positions of the sim.  .  .
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We assumed that when a unidirectional and bidirectional guidance cue act
simultaneously, the resultant displacement orientation distribution (4r) can
be determined by computing a weighted sum of the unidirectional displace-
ment probability vector ( d
.
u) with each of the bidirectional displacement
probability vectors ( d
.
b1 and d
.
b2) using normalized weight factors (uu
and ub), and then averaging the wrapped normal probability density func-
tions associated with each of the resultant displacement probability vectors
( d
.
r1 and d
.
r2) (Fig. 2, a and b).
d
.
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.
u þ ub d
.
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. . .
d r2 ¼ uu d u þ ub d b2 (5)
uu þ ub ¼ 1: (6)Similar to the approach of Codling et al. (44), we simulated fibroblast
migration as a biased random walk. We chose a displacement frequency
of f ¼ 1 min1 and displacement magnitude of dc  2 mm (adjusted as
part of the optimization described below) and computed cell displacements
for a sequence of orientations randomly sampled from a resultant displace-
ment orientation distribution (4r). We simulated the migration of 50,000ctional ( )
Resultant Displacement
Probability Vectors ( and )
C
ntal cues. (A) We computed resultant displacement probability vectors ( d
.
r)
es: a bidirectional cue ( d
.
b), due to mechanical or structural anisotropy, ori-
( d
.
u) oriented toward the center of the wound. (B) Then we calculated the
int (L) and short axis restraint (S). (C) Finally, we simulated migration tracks
mental cell displacement. We generated apparent migration tracks (Lapp and
ulated cells after every hour of simulated time.
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936 Rouillard and Holmesfibroblasts and saved cell positions every hour for 5 h of simulated time
(Fig. 2 c).
We considered the possible existence of two guidance cues: a bidirec-
tional guidance cue, due to mechanical and/or structural anisotropy, ori-
ented along the axis of mechanical restraint (qb ¼ 90+ for long-axis
restraint and qb ¼ 0+ for short-axis restraint); and a unidirectional invasion
guidance cue, due to contact inhibition and/or chemotaxis, oriented toward
the center of the wound (qu ¼ 0+). Three free model parameters—the
displacement magnitude (dc) and the effective magnitudes of the bidirec-
tional and unidirectional displacement probability vectors (ubrb and
uuru)—were determined by fitting model results to experimental data. A
multiparameter, multiobjective optimization problem was solved via
exhaustive search to find the parameter values that minimized the weighted
sum of 1), the error fitting the apparent orientation histogram, and 2), the
error fitting the average apparent speed versus apparent orientation curve.
We found that the optimization was insensitive to the weighting of the
objectives and therefore averaged the optimal parameter values for objec-
tive weight factors ranging from 0.01 to 0.99.Statistics
The unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test was used to test whether the
apparent diffusion coefficient (Dapp) differed significantly between the
short-axis and long-axis restraint groups. The one-sample two-tailed
student’s t-test was used to test whether mechanical anisotropy (DE) and
structural anisotropy (<cos(2q)>) differed significantly from a hypotheti-
cal value of zero.A
C
FIGURE 3 Mechanical anisotropy, structural anisotropy, and rate of fibroblas
jected to long-axis restraint compacted isotropically, whereas the wounds subje
along their long axis, and thus deformed anisotropically. N ¼ 28 gels for short-a
indicated that fibrin fibers were weakly but significantly aligned along the axis o
creating the wounds, we calculated the cumulative number of cells (normalized b
observation window) as a function of distance (normalized by the short-axis leng
traveled farther into the fibrin wounds with short-axis restraint (S) than with lo
butions (L, fit and S, fit). (D) The apparent diffusion coefficients derived from th
axis faster with short-axis restraint than with long-axis restraint. N ¼ 28 gels fo
Biophysical Journal 106(4) 932–943RESULTS
Mechanical environment within fibrin wounds
We restrained the collagen gels along either the short axis or
long axis of the fibrin wounds to create different mechanical
environments within the wounds, which we characterized by
measuring wound remodeling strains between 0 and 2 days
after creating the wounds. For short-axis restraint, the
wounds stretched slightly along the short axis and com-
pacted along the long axis (Table S1). The mechanical
anisotropy was DE ¼ 0:3850:18 (p<0:05), suggesting the
presence of a mechanical guidance cue (Fig. 3 a). For
long-axis restraint, the wounds compacted slightly and
equally along both axes (Table S1). The mechanical anisot-
ropy was DE ¼ 0:0350:07 (p ¼ NS), suggesting the
absence of a mechanical guidance cue (Fig. 3 a).Fiber alignment within fibrin wounds
We measured the strength of alignment of fibrin fibers in
the wound matrix to test for structural guidance cues. Imme-
diately after creating the wounds, fibrin fibers were slightly
aligned along the long axis of the wound for both long-axisB
D
t infiltration. (A) Wound remodeling strains indicated that the wounds sub-
cted to short-axis restraint stretched along their short axis and compacted
xis restraint and 24 gels for long-axis restraint. (B) Wound fiber orientations
f restraint for both groups. N ¼ 4 gels for both groups. (C) Two days after
y the concentration of cells in the collagen gel multiplied by the area of the
th of the wound) from the edge to the center of the wound. More fibroblasts
ng-axis restraint (L). We fit the diffusion equation to the cumulative distri-
e fits (Dapp) indicated that fibroblasts infiltrated the wounds along the short
r short-axis restraint and 24 gels for long-axis restraint.
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the wounds, fibrin fibers became slightly more aligned
along the long axis of the wound for long-axis restraint,
whereas fibrin fibers became slightly aligned along the
short axis of the wound for short-axis restraint (Fig. S1 b
and Table S1). For short-axis restraint, the structural anisot-
ropy was hcosð2qÞi ¼ 0:1150:06 (p<0:05), suggesting
the presence of a weak structural guidance cue (Fig. 3 b).
For long-axis restraint, the structural anisotropy was
hcosð2qÞi ¼ 0:3550:19 (p<0:05), suggesting the pres-
ence of a somewhat stronger structural guidance cue
(Fig. 3 b).Rate of infiltration of fibroblasts into fibrin
wounds
We measured the cumulative distribution of fibroblasts
along the short axis of the fibrin wounds to test whether
the rate at which fibroblasts entered the wounds depended
on the mechanical boundary conditions. More fibroblasts
traveled farther into the wounds along the short axis when
mechanical restraint acted along the short axis than when
mechanical restraint acted along the long axis (Fig. 3 c).
We obtained apparent diffusion coefficients from fits of
the diffusion equation to the cumulative distributions (Table
S1). The apparent diffusion coefficient, which indicated therate of infiltration along the short axis, was 2.6-fold greater
when mechanical restraint acted along the short axis than
when mechanical restraint acted along the long axis
(p<0:05) (Fig. 3 d).Migration behavior of fibroblasts in fibrin wounds
We tracked the migration of individual fibroblasts in the
fibrin wounds to determine whether a difference in the direc-
tion or speed of fibroblast migration could explain why the
apparent infiltration rate differed between groups (Fig. 4, a
and b). We parsed the migration tracks into apparent
displacement vectors for each 1 h time interval and created
scatterplots of apparent speed versus apparent orientation
(Fig. S2, a and b). We calculated apparent orientation histo-
grams, mean apparent speed versus apparent orientation
curves, mean-squared displacement versus time curves,
and mean-squared pathlength versus time curves to quanti-
tatively summarize the migration behavior (Fig. 5). Fibro-
blasts migrated preferentially toward the center of the
wound for both long-axis restraint and short-axis restraint
(Fig. 5 a). However, fibroblast migration was oriented
more strongly along the short axis of the wound with
short-axis restraint than with long-axis restraint (Fig. 5 a).
Apparent speeds were highest toward the center of the
wound and of similar magnitude for both groups (Fig. 5 b).FIGURE 4 Fibroblast migration tracks measured
after 1 day of wound infiltration. Migration tracks
were measured in three gels per group, yielding a
total of 568 cells tracked for long-axis restraint
and 471 cells tracked for short-axis restraint. (A)
For long-axis restraint, fibroblasts migrated prefer-
entially toward the center of the wound (þx-direc-
tion). (B) For short-axis restraint, fibroblasts also
migrated preferentially toward the center of the
wound and migration tracks were aligned more
strongly along the short axis (x axis). (C and D)
The computational model reproduced the bulk of
the fibroblast migration tracks for both mechanical
conditions, except for the small subset of cells with
highest net displacement.
Biophysical Journal 106(4) 932–943
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FIGURE 5 Quantitative summary of migration data. Markers indicate experimental data and curves indicate model data. (A) Fibroblast displacements
were oriented more strongly along the short axis (0 and 5180) with short-axis restraint (S) than with long-axis restraint (L). (B) Apparent speeds along
the short axis were similar for short- and long-axis restraint, but apparent speeds along the long axis (90 and 90) were lower for short-axis restraint
than for long axis restraint. (C–F) Mean-squared displacement curves were nonlinear but not as steep as the mean-squared path curves, indicating that migra-
tion lay between straight line motion and a random walk. The short-axis (x) bias was stronger with short-axis restraint than with long-axis restraint. The
computational model of fibroblast migration reproduced all of the experimental data shown in these figures.
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guided by environmental cues
We simulated fibroblast migration with a computational
model to determine which guidance cues could explain the
migration behavior we observed. We considered a bidirec-
tional guidance cue oriented along the axis of restraintBiophysical Journal 106(4) 932–943acting simultaneously with a unidirectional guidance cue
oriented along the short axis toward the center of the wound.
For long-axis restraint, the optimal fit to the migration data
yielded a displacement magnitude of dc ¼ 2 mm, and effec-
tive magnitudes of the displacement probability vectors of
ubrb ¼ 0:02 for the bidirectional (long-axis) guidance cue
Mechanics Bias Fibroblast Wound Invasion 939and uuru ¼ 0:08 for the unidirectional guidance cue (Table
S2 and Fig. S3, a and b). For short-axis restraint, the optimi-
zation yielded dc ¼ 1.7 mm, ubrb ¼ 0:82 for the
bidirectional (short-axis) guidance cue, and uuru ¼ 0:10
for the unidirectional guidance cue (Table S2, Fig. S3, a
and b). These parameter values described a unimodal distri-
bution of displacement orientations for long-axis restraint
and an asymmetric, bimodal distribution for short-axis
restraint (Fig. S3, c and d).
The computational model simultaneously reproduced
the apparent orientation histogram, apparent speed versus
apparent orientation curve, mean-squared displacement
curves, and mean-squared pathlength curves for both long-
axis restraint and short-axis restraint (Fig. 5). The model
also reproduced the shape and scatter of the apparent speed
versus apparent orientation data, except for the small subset
of displacements with highest apparent speeds (Fig. S2, c
and d). In a similar way, the model reproduced the fibroblast
migration tracks, except for the small subset of cells with
highest net displacements (Fig. 4, c and d).DISCUSSION
Mechanical regulation of fibroblast migration
during wound healing
The rate of infiltration of fibroblasts along the short axis of
the fibrin wounds was higher with short-axis restraint than
with long-axis restraint. We considered two explanations
of the higher rate of infiltration with short-axis restraint: me-
chanical and/or structural cues could have guided migration
of fibroblasts preferentially along the short axis of the
wounds (25,29,41), making invasion more efficient; or me-
chanical restraint could have increased the migration speed
of fibroblasts along the short axis of the wounds (22). We
measured apparent orientations and apparent speeds of
migrating fibroblasts and found a strong guidance effect
with short-axis restraint relative to long-axis restraint, but
no greater speed of fibroblast migration along the short
axis of the wounds. This suggested that mechanical environ-
ment, either directly or indirectly via structural cues, regu-
lated the directionality of fibroblast migration, which
affected the efficiency of invasion into the fibrin wounds.Mechanical, structural, and invasion guidance
cues in the fibrin wound model
Fibroblasts and other cells in three-dimensional matrices
align (23–28) and migrate (25,29) parallel to the axis of
greatest strain, restraint, or tension when exposed to aniso-
tropic mechanical environments. For short-axis restraint, re-
modeling strains were anisotropic, suggesting the presence
of a mechanical guidance cue oriented along the short axis
of the wounds. For long-axis restraint, however, the strains
were isotropic, suggesting the absence of a mechanicalguidance cue. We hypothesize that the discrepancy between
the applied long-axis restraint and observed isotropic re-
modeling strains was because most of the tension generated
by fibroblasts in the surrounding collagen gel was parallel
to, rather than in series with, the elliptical wound. This
highlights the importance of obtaining local mechanical
measurements for mechanobiological studies, even in seem-
ingly simple culture systems.
Fibroblasts also orient along aligned structures such as
fibers and microridges (41,45). Fibers in the fibrin wounds
were significantly aligned along the axis of restraint, sug-
gesting the presence of a structural guidance cue for both
short- and long-axis restraint. Fiber alignment was stronger
for long-axis restraint, suggesting that any migration bias
due to fiber alignment should be stronger in this group. By
measuring fiber alignment in regions devoid of cells, we
quantified the global structural guidance cue in the fibrin
wounds. However, fibroblasts can change the mechanical
and structural properties of their local environment by depos-
iting, degrading, and reorienting extracellular matrix fibers
(18,24,25,46). Although the properties of the local environ-
ment are ultimately what cells sense, our interest in this study
was assessing the roles of global guidance cues in regulating
fibroblast migration during wound invasion. Essentially, we
asked whether the global guidance cues that we measured
(strain anisotropy and fibrin fiber alignment) gave rise to
local guidance cues (potentially perturbed by fibroblast-
mediated matrix remodeling) that were strong enough for
us to observe effects on fibroblast migration.
Multiple factors can promote directed invasion of fibro-
blasts into fibrin wound matrices. Fibrin and fibronectin
(covalently bound to fibrin during cross-linking) are hapto-
tactic agents (47,48), and fibrin has binding sites for chemo-
tactic agents, such as basic fibroblast growth factor and
PDGF (49). Also, dense populations of fibroblasts may
self-generate chemotactic gradients by internalizing and
degrading growth factors (50–52). In addition, contact inhi-
bition of locomotion can explain directional migration of
fibroblasts from regions of high cell concentration to regions
of low cell concentration (30–32,53). Regardless of the
source of the guidance cue, directed invasion of dense pop-
ulations of cells into cell-free zones has been observed
repeatedly in two- (30) and three-dimensional cultures
(22,54,55) and in vivo (53). We measured migration tracks
of individual fibroblasts and discovered a unidirectional
bias of fibroblast migration toward the center of the fibrin
wounds for both long- and short-axis restraint. This sug-
gested that an invasion guidance cue was present in our gels.Inference of guidance cues biasing fibroblast
migration
Our approach to inferring guidance cues was to 1), simulate
the migration of cells in response to varying strengths
of candidate cues; 2), compare the model simulations toBiophysical Journal 106(4) 932–943
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strengths that gave rise to migration behavior that agreed
best with experimental observations. We found that we
needed to compare distributions of apparent orientations
and apparent speeds to evaluate themodels. Population-aver-
aged measurements, such as mean-squared displacement
curves, were less useful because they could be matched
by many different models. This difficulty was previously
acknowledged by Simpson et al. (56), who argued that pop-
ulation-level measurements and models are sometimes too
coarse to reveal the underlying features of cell migration
(e.g., directed versus random), and instead, individual-based
models should be used to interpretmigration data. In a similar
way, Coscoy et al. (57) demonstrated the need to examine
distributions of multiple metrics obtained from migration
tracks to determine their generating mechanism (e.g., diffu-
sion, convection, noise) and advocated using simulations to
compute these distributions for candidate mechanisms.
We considered the possibility that a bidirectional guid-
ance cue oriented along the axis of restraint acted simulta-
neously with an invasion guidance cue oriented toward the
center of the fibrin wound. According to the computational
model, the influence of the bidirectional guidance cue was
negligible for long-axis restraint but strong for short-axis
restraint. This finding was consistent with our measure-
ments of mechanical anisotropy, which suggested the pres-
ence of a mechanical guidance cue only for short-axis
restraint, and inconsistent with our measurements of struc-
tural anisotropy, which suggested the presence of a struc-
tural guidance cue for both long- and short-axis restraint,
where long-axis restraint had the stronger cue.
The finding that fibroblasts invading the fibrin wounds
were insensitive to structural guidance cues was surprising,
because aligned fiber matrices have been shown to bias
fibroblast migration (41,58). However, in prior studies,
competing guidance cues were not present. In our wound
model, it is likely that the fiber alignment was too weak to
perturb the response of the fibroblasts to the invasion
guidance cue. Other studies have shown that competing
guidance cues can overcome the influence of a structural
cue. Rajnicek et al. (59) showed that a direct-current electric
field applied over a nanogrooved substrate caused cells to
migrate perpendicular to the grooves. In a similar way, Pro-
danov et al. (60) showed that cyclic uniaxial strain applied to
a nanogrooved substrate caused cells to orient perpendicular
to the grooves.
The finding that fibroblasts invading the fibrin wounds
were sensitive to mechanical guidance cues was consistent
with prior observations that mechanical environment
strongly regulates fibroblast and collagen fiber alignment
weeks into the healing process (4,61–63). In this work, we
have further demonstrated that mechanical guidance cues
can perturb the response of fibroblasts to invasion cues.
Notably, anisotropic mechanical boundary conditions may
increase the rate of fibroblast invasion, which may promoteBiophysical Journal 106(4) 932–943faster wound healing. This contrasts with the finding that
cyclic equibiaxial stretch slowed migration of epithelial
cells in scratch wound assays (64). Additional studies are
needed to cover the full range of possible mechanical stim-
uli, such as static versus dynamic, isotropic versus aniso-
tropic, and anisotropic at different angles.Collagen-fibrin wound model
We developed a wound model using fiber matrices to
approximate the three-dimensional environment that fibro-
blasts must navigate during wound healing in vivo.
Differences in the morphology and migration of cells in
three-dimensional constructs as compared to two-dimen-
sional substrates have been well documented (46,65). We
also mimicked a wound by actually cutting the collagen
gels and by filling the defects with fibrin, which is a primary
component of the provisional matrix formed after wounding
in vivo (2,19,66).
Others have developed wound or woundlike models
using three-dimensional matrices to study invasion of
fibroblasts from cell-dense domains to cell-free domains
(22,55,67–69). Notably, Grinnell and colleagues observed
fibroblast invasion using nested collagen matrices, where a
fibroblast-populated collagen gel was embedded in an acel-
lular collagen gel (55). Their model was used to study how
growth factors, density of the acellular collagen gel, and
isotropic restraint of the acellular collagen gel regulate out-
ward migration of fibroblasts (22,68).
An advantage of our model is the ability to control the
mechanical boundary conditions acting on the tissue sur-
rounding the wound, similar to what could be accomplished
in vivo using sutures or adhesives. Also, we overcame the
difficulty of tracking migration paths in the deformable
matrices by using embedded microspheres as position refer-
ence markers, whereas others typically report population-
level measures of cell invasion (55,67,69).
For further mechanobiological investigation, differently
shaped molds could be used to alter the mechanical environ-
ment within the fibrin wounds, or the collagen-fibrin con-
structs could be integrated with devices used for static or
dynamic stretching (70). Other guidance cues could be inde-
pendently manipulated as well. For example, collagen or
fibrin fibers could be prealigned by incubating the constructs
in strong magnetic fields during polymerization (71), or che-
mokine gradients could be prescribed by embedding
growth-factor-loaded microspheres in the gels (55).Computational model of fibroblast migration
guided by environmental cues
Our computational model is a potentially useful tool for pre-
dicting and interpreting migration behavior in response to
combinations of guidance cues. The model required specifi-
cation of only a displacement magnitude, displacement
Mechanics Bias Fibroblast Wound Invasion 941frequency, and displacement orientation probability distri-
bution. We were able to infer these parameters by matching
model results to experimentally measured distributions
of apparent displacement orientations and speeds. We found
that this model reproduced many detailed features of
fibroblast migration and captured the biases of multiple
simultaneous guidance cues. The model should be tested
on additional data sets to determine the extent of its
applicability.
Our approach was similar to, but more general than, the
approach taken by Codling et al. (44), who used a single
unimodal probability density function to capture the bias
due to a generic unidirectional guidance cue, but did not
compare the model to experimental data. Our model allows
the circular probability density function to have more
complicated shapes, as needed to capture the biases of com-
binations of unidirectional and bidirectional guidance cues.
Furthermore, we quantitatively compared model results to
experimental observations and demonstrated that our model
can realistically simulate migration tracks. Notably, we did
not include persistence in our model, and we did not allow
migration speed to vary stochastically, which are features
of the more common Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model of cell
migration (72). We found that our simpler model matched
the experimental data reasonably well and opted against
introducing additional model complexity if not warranted
by the data.
Others have developed models accounting for more than
one guidance cue. Wagle and Tranquillo (73) derived a
continuum equation for cell transport that included flux
terms accounting for contact guidance and chemotaxis.
McDougall et al. (74) calculated the direction of cell migra-
tion as a weighted sum of vectors accounting for persistence,
contact guidance, and chemotaxis. Groh and Louis (75)
modified the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model of cell migration
by adding force terms to the Langevin equation to account
for contact guidance and chemotaxis, similar to the approach
taken by Stokes et al. (72) to account for chemotaxis.
Mousavi et al. (76) developed a force equilibrium equation
where the viscous drag term is balanced by a stochastic force
vector and a weighted sum of force vectors accounting for
durotaxis, chemotaxis, thermotaxis, and electrotaxis. To
our knowledge, these models have not been compared quan-
titatively to experimental data, which makes it difficult to
assess their relative advantages and disadvantages.
One distinction, however, is that the influence of guidance
cues on the direction of cell migration in our model is prob-
abilistic. In contrast, the influence of guidance cues on the
direction of cell migration in the other individual-based
models is either entirely deterministic (74) or deterministic
with superimposed random fluctuations (75,76). Interest-
ingly, recently published work on signaling-vector analysis
(77), which showed that the location of PI3K signaling
correlated with the location of membrane protrusion and
direction of cell migration, suggests that displacementorientation probabilities may actually reflect the activation
pattern of intracellular proteins governing protrusive activ-
ity around the cell periphery. Consequently, although we
captured the biases of guidance cues phenomenologically
using wrapped normal probability density functions, the
orientation probability density function could potentially
be calculated from experimental data or computational
models that describe the spatial regulation of cell protru-
sions by the extracellular environment. Stefanoni et al.
(78) has taken a step in this direction by developing a model
of durotaxis where displacement orientation probabilities
were assumed to be proportional to the local stiffness felt
by a cell pulling on its surroundings. In a similar way, De
et al. (79) proposed that cell orientation is determined by
intracellular machinery that effectively seeks to establish a
strain or stress set point at the least energy cost, and there-
fore cell orientation depends on mechanical boundary con-
ditions that determine the local resistance of the matrix to
cell traction forces.CONCLUSION
We tested whether anisotropic mechanical boundary condi-
tions affected the directionality and speed of fibroblasts
migrating into a three-dimensional model wound, which
could simultaneously expose fibroblasts to mechanical,
structural, steric, and chemical guidance cues. Mechanical
environment was an important regulator of fibroblast migra-
tion in our wound model. Anisotropic remodeling strains
were correlated with a directional bias of fibroblast migra-
tion that made infiltration of fibroblasts into the fibrin
wounds more efficient. This bias was consistent with a
direct effect of strain anisotropy on fibroblast migration
and inconsistent with an effect of strain-induced fiber align-
ment. The mechanical guidance cue (strain anisotropy) did
not increase the speed of fibroblast migration into the fibrin
wounds. The migration behavior could be modeled as a
biased random walk, where a combination of mechanical
and invasion guidance cues biased the orientation probabil-
ity distribution of cell displacements.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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